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The least risky course of action for an organism faced with an errant cell may be to eliminate 

the cell through apoptosis, and source a replacement. The next least risky option might be 

to attempt a repair of the cell, accepting that the repair might not succeed and that further 

action may be needed. Rendering the cell senescent is less dangerous than simply ignoring 

the problem. This hierarchy of responses may be represented as: 

(Apoptosis + replacement) > attempted repair > senescence > do nothing (1). 

Inequality (1) is equivalently an ordering of the costs of the responses, from the most 

expensive ‘destroy and replace’ to the cheapest ‘do nothing’. Each response offers a 

different compromise between risk and cost. 

Inequality (1) may not be the best approximation in the case where the damaged cell is of a 

type that is difficult to replace [1]. Examples might be a neuron, or an ordinary cell in an 

aging organism that has few reserves of stem cells or telomeres. A difficult-to-replace cell 

with damage that poses a low or medium threat to the organism may be too valuable to 

target with immediate apoptosis. Instead, the organism might respond to the danger by 

either attempting initially to repair the cell, or by rendering it senescent. In these cases the 

cell has been retained and can still harm the organism, but risk to the organism has been 

reduced. The ordering of responses for ‘valuable’ errant cells such as these two examples 

might better be approximated as: 

Attempted repair > senescence > do nothing (2). 

The true situation is, of course, more complicated than expressed in these inequalities. For 

instance: 

- There is no absolute requirement for cells eliminated by apoptosis to be replaced 

one-for-one by new cells, but an organ which eliminates cells without on the average 

replacing them is doomed to shrink. 

- When resources are scarce the most expensive responses may be reserved for the 

kinds of damage that pose the greatest threats to the survival of the organism. 

- An attempted repair might fail. It is not clear how or when attempts to repair a cell 

are abandoned and the cell is instead targeted for apoptosis or senescence. The 

probability of a successful repair might diminish as an organism grows older. 

- Selecting the most appropriate response to an errant cell requires a mechanism that 

maps an input (details of cell damage) via an environmental context (availability of 

resources) to a response. An error in this mechanism or in information fed to it could 

cause, e.g., inaction in response to a nascent tumour, or unneeded apoptosis of 

irreplaceable neurons. The mechanism might be manipulated by, e.g., deliberately 



modifying information (messages) supplied to it so as to engineer a short-term 

increase in aggression towards errant cells. 

Since there will be a maximum rate at which the new cells can be made, the organism’s risk 

management process should be sensitive to the rate of destroying cells. Figure 1 illustrates 

some kinetic issues around apoptosis and phase suppression. 

The probability of apoptosis may decrease with increasing age, causing more attempted 

repairs and a shift away from inequality (1) towards inequality (2). Young organisms that 

have yet to pass their genes to the next generation might embrace the low risk and high 

cost of ‘destroy and replace’. Older organisms may find it optimal to conserve resources by 

attempting repairs of all but the most dangerous errant cells. There is a natural arrow of 

time at work because stem cells which fulfil the ‘replace’ part of the apoptosis ‘destroy and 

replace’ process must necessarily be policed and eliminated over time, as they threaten to 

become cancerous. This elimination and depletion of stem cells over time will increase the 

cost of ‘destroy and replace’. In figure 2 this transition to cheaper responses with increasing 

age is represented by moving from the top-right corner towards the bottom-left. 

The best way for an organism to optimise risk against cost when dealing with errant cells 

might be for it to orchestrate an ensemble of strategies, each optimally suited to a 

particular situation. TP53 coding multiple isoforms [2] may be part of such an approach, 

allowing responses to vary with factors such as tissue type, damage and time (age). In this 

view messages bearing environmental status information cause TP53 to express isoforms of 

p53 that best manage risk at particular locations and times. Figure 4 illustrates this process. 

For example, inequality (2) might be enacted by signalling for TP53 to express isoforms of 

p53 which lack a Proline-rich domain and thus do not mediate apoptosis [2]. In general, a 

body can deploy as many strategies as it can express isoforms of p53. A mechanism that 

orchestrates fine-grained responses to damage will benefit an organism when the 

mechanism is working correctly, but will endanger the organism if it malfunctions. Elephants 

possess multiple copies of TP53, which is perhaps why they experience less cancer than 

would be expected for their size [2]. We suspect that, besides providing redundancy in case 

of mutation, the numerous copies of TP53 might also facilitate multiple isoforms and so 

enable ensembles of strategies and fine-grained optimisation of risk against cost. 

If an organism’s response to damage is indeed based on a compromise between risk and 

cost, an enhanced short-term response to damage can be induced by some combination of 

raising the assessed risk (e.g., by manipulating messages bearing information about the 

damage, or using ionising radiation to cause more damage) and reducing the perceived cost 

(e.g., by manipulating messages carrying information about available resources). These 

short-term interventions are overriding the organism’s own risk management system. 

Longer-term interventions might place more emphasis on working with the organism’s risk 

management mechanism, e.g., by somehow easing the supply of replacement cells and thus 

making it ‘cheaper’ to destroy errant cells. 



If aging causes a reduction in apoptosis, and a reduced fraction of successful repairs, 

senescent or ‘repair in progress’ cells will be generated at an increasing rate [1]. An aging 

organism will probably lack the resources necessary to eliminate these cells as fast as they 

are formed and their concentrations may thus increase rapidly with age. With a diminishing 

population of unmodified, non-senescent cells, the surviving unmodified cells will be forced 

to assume greater individual burdens. A downward spiral will result if the remaining 

unmodified cells are overworked and stressed so that they, too, must be dealt with by 

apoptosis, repair or senescence. Figure 5 shows how a healthy cell may become a potential 

nucleation site for disease if it is both stressed (by whatever means) and retained in the 

body. 

The harm done by a given concentration of senescent or ‘repair in progress’ cells may 

depend on how they are distributed within an organism. Cells which are clustered together 

will most likely reinforce each other’s effects and coerce or overwhelm cells that they 

surround, whereas a more uniform distribution might do less harm. E.g., senescent cells 

secrete proteins that communicate with neighbouring cells; as they become dysfunctional 

they can signal to initiate tissue repair and proliferation [3]. A cell that is surrounded by a 

cluster of senescent cells, all of which are signalling for proliferation, will be especially 

vulnerable to coercion: 

- A ‘repair in progress’ cell that is held at a cell cycle checkpoint might resume cycling 

if proliferation signals from its neighbours overwhelm the forces holding it at the 

checkpoint. If the cell is still damaged it will pose a threat to the organism. 

- A cell might re-enter the G1 phase from G0 if it is overwhelmed by proliferation 

signals from neighbouring cells. Re-entry of a neuron may cause apoptosis of the 

difficult-to-replace cell, or possibly leave it ‘stuck’ in a harmful G1 state [4]. The first 

of these outcomes would represent a loss to the organism, while the second would 

pose a threat to it. 

Collaborative resumption of cycling by cells in a cluster may be easier than one cell resuming 

cycling in isolation [5]. Important factors include the strength of messaging between cells, 

the heights of individual cells’ barriers to resumption, and cluster geometries. 

Clusters of stressed, senescent neurons may form heterogeneous nucleation sites from 

which plaques and neurofibrillary tangles can grow [6]. 

One way to counter the dangers posed by errant, ‘repair in progress’ and senescent cells is 

to facilitate production of new, substitute cells that can replace imperfect cells destroyed by 

apoptosis. Plentiful supplies of substitute cells will make the ‘destroy and replace’ of 

apoptosis less expensive relative to the costs of other possible strategies. Supplies of 

replacement cells might be eased by, e.g., introducing new stem cells. Fresh sources of 

substitute cells will encourage TP53 to express isoforms of p53 that mediate apoptosis. 



These isoforms will signal a shift from inequality (2) towards inequality (1) and increased 

destruction of defective cells. 

Organs within one body may coordinate and synchronise their risk horizons by exchanging 

messages through the bloodstream. Failure to do this might result in, e.g., one organ 

destroying valuable cells with negligible defects in order to minimise short-term risk, whilst 

another organ is simultaneously accepting a degree of short-term risk in order to conserve 

scarce resources for the future. Medical interventions may intercept and manipulate these 

blood-borne messages in attempts to eliminate particular threats, or to preserve resources 

for use later in life. Blood-borne messages could emphasise apoptosis and elimination of 

threats in young bodies but repair, senescence and preservation of scarce resources in older 

bodies. This may be one reason why blood taken from young bodies can reinvigorate some 

aging organs, at least in the short term [7]. Figure 6 illustrates two regions in the same 

organism using messages passed through the bloodstream to coordinate the aggression of 

their responses to threats. 
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Figure 1 

A sketch of four regions, containing cells in different states. The interfaces between regions 

can move from left to right. The regions contain, from right to left: healthy cells; diseased 

cells which are a risk to the organism; diseased cells that are being destroyed by externally-

signalled apoptosis; healthy cells grown to replace ones destroyed by apoptosis. We 

postulate that the malfunctioning cells can be suppressed by externally-signalled apoptosis 

if vapoptosis > vinfection, i.e., provided the apoptosis front advances sufficiently quickly that it can 

consume the diseased region. We suggest that the advance of the apoptosis front, and 

consequent elimination of errant cells, is sustainable only if vreplacement >= vapoptosis, i.e., if 

damaged cells killed by apoptosis can be replaced in a timely manner with healthy new cells. 

An organism might employ alternative responses to cellular damage, e.g., senescence, if the 

apoptosis front cannot continue its advance. Senescence may be less effective than 

apoptosis at reducing the risk posed by errant cells, but unlike apoptosis it does not incur 

the expense of manufacturing replacement cells. 

Externally-signalled apoptosis could be effective in suppressing disease up to a maximum 

critical distance. The apoptosis front may initially advance fast enough to meet the condition 

vapoptosis > vinfection required for suppression, but slow beneath that threshold when its 

progress is curtailed by the need to generate replacement cells.  

 

Figure 2 

A sketch of 1/Risk versus Cost for different responses to errant cells. Possible responses 

range from the lowest risk, most expensive ‘destroy and replace’ of apoptosis (A), through 

repair (R) and senescence (S) to the most risky, cheapest option of doing nothing (N). 

Effective risk management endeavours to achieve minimum risk at least cost. Organisms can 

best optimise risk against cost if TP53 expresses isoforms of p53 which trigger appropriate 

responses to particular threats, e.g., by reserving the most expensive responses for the most 

serious threats. 

With increasing age, and decreasing resources, e.g., of stem cells, an organism may be less 

able to afford the ‘destroy and replace’ of apoptosis, and instead use senescence to counter 

threats posed by stressed cells. In terms of figure 2 this transition to cheaper responses with 

increasing age is represented by moving from the top-right corner towards the bottom-left. 

Inability to eliminate stressed cells by apoptosis may contribute to age-related illness. E.g., 

depletion of stem cells in the hippocampus could inhibit apoptosis of stressed cells in that 

region of the brain and so preserve sites from which the plaques and tangles that 

characterise neurodegenerative illnesses can grow. 

An organism which responds very aggressively to damaged cells will spend its youth in the 

extreme top-right corner of figure 2, where it enjoys a reduced likelihood of cancer. The 

resulting depletion of resources will leave it less able to combat the illnesses of old age, e.g., 

neurodegenerative illness, as it sinks towards the bottom-left. 



One might counter the aging effect by introducing new resources, e.g. stem cells, and so 

push the organism back towards the top-right corner of figure 2. 

 

Figure 3 

A sketch showing different possible loci of 1/Risk versus Cost. (Real loci are unlikely to be 

straight lines). The steeper the gradient of a line in figure 3, the cheaper it is to reduce risk 

by a given amount, and the greater an organism’s chance of long-term survival. Long-term 

survival prospects increase from (a) through (d) in figure 3, other things being equal. 

Favourable loci of 1/Risk versus Cost may be achieved by, e.g., fine-grained risk 

management which precisely matches responses with threats. Accurate matching of 

responses to threats should extract the greatest value from scarce resources, e.g., stem 

cells. Matching might involve, e.g., expressing appropriate isoforms of p53. 

 

Figure 4 

TP53 managing risk by expressing appropriate isoforms of p53. A particular isoform of p53 is 

expressed based on inputs such as the severity of the threat and the costs of possible 

responses. Costs of potential responses will depend on, e.g., the value or scarcity of the 

errant cell, and available resources of stem cells and telomeres. The chosen isoform of p53 

will trigger an optimal response to the threat. Medical interventions may change responses 

to threats by manipulating the process that selects the isoform of p53. 

 

Figure 5 

A healthy cell becomes a potential nucleation site for disease if it is both stressed (by 

whatever means) and retained in the body. It does not become a nucleation site if it is never 

damaged, or if it is destroyed by apoptosis. Stressed cells are less likely to be destroyed by 

apoptosis as the body ages, since cells are less plentiful and harder to replace, and thus 

more precious. For a constant rate of damage, the density of nucleation sites will likely 

increase with age. 

An example of stressed, senescent cells acting as nucleation sites for disease in an older 

body may be plaques and fibrils growing from stressed cells in an aged hippocampus. 

Stressed cells might, on average, be eliminated from a young brain but not from an old one. 

Permanent, irreversible plaques will begin to form when fibrils from neighbouring sites can 

link and tangle. This will happen when the density of nucleation sites is sufficient that the 

distance between sites is less than the characteristic length of fibrils. 

  



Figure 6 

Two regions in the same organism using messages passed through the bloodstream to 

coordinate the aggression of their responses to threats. It is inefficient for critical organs in 

the same body to deplete their resources at very different rates, such that they are likely to 

fail at very different times. A degree of coordination between critical organs will increase 

the likelihoods of them failing at similar times, and so maximise the organism’s healthy 

lifespan. Medical interventions may manipulate the blood-borne messages to signal either 

more aggressive responses to disease, or less aggressive responses that conserve resources 

for the future. 
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